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In this study, a comparative analysis between forecasting models for solar power generation and a battery
management system from the perspective of Bangladesh's rural area is presented. The proposed system consists
of a forecasting model to estimate the photovoltaic (PV) electricity generation and a battery management system
to store and distribute the generated power. In the proposed system, the PV electricity generation has been
forecasted using weather data and Global Horizontal ftradiation (GHI) data. Deep learning model Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) and an Artificial Neural Network (AI.[N) model were used to forecast the electricity
generation and the results were compiled with the results from Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-nearest
Neighbors (KIIN) and Linear Regression Analysis models. The estimation of the power generation was used to
model a small-scale battery management system consisting of PV integration, distribution system, and loads,
designed to serve the requirements for PV power for an af,ea on a particular day. The battery managernent
system is integrated into the system so that the power can be supplied to the main grid and also the abundant
powff can be stored for use later. The system can supply the stored power to the grid when there is a low
generation of PV power in that particular area for a particular day. The battery management system is designed
in the MATLAB/Simulink environment.
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Bangladesh is embracing digitalisation to turn t}re nation into a technologically sophisticated society by 2041,
and that ambitious vision comes with improving different sectors and adopting artificial intelligence (AI). This
research focuses on Al-based image processing to detect ships in Bangladesh. Several AI techniques will be
investigated, and their performances against ship recognition will be evaluated. Leveraging artificial intelligence
(AD and image processing for real-time ship detection presents numerous advantages and applications. AI
algorithms enhance accuracy by recognising ship patterns and minimising false positives and negatives. Real-
time monitoring capabilities enable swift responses to suspicious activities, contributing to improved maritime
security. Automated ship detection streamlines operations, reducing reliance on manual monitoring and allowing
personnel to focus on critical tasks. This efficiency leads to cost savings, particularly in vast maritime areas.
Applications include maritime surveillance, search and rescue operations, environmental monitoring (e.g.,
detecting illegal activities like oil spills), port security, customs and border control, fishery management,
defence, insurance risk assessment, and navigation. Development in this area significantl)- enhances the
accuracy, effrciency, and security of maritime activities, making them invaluable tools in various domains.
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